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Section 1: The school’s Improvement Priorities and Initiatives
Report here the goals identified in the current School Strategic Plan and tick the Improvement Initiative/s that your school will address in this Annual Implementation Plan: for
Improving Student Outcomes.

School Strategic Plan goals
Improvement Priorities
Improvement Initiatives





Improve student learning outcomes in Literacy, particularly in strengthening the
area of writing.

Excellence in teaching and
learning

Building practice excellence

Improve student engagement and motivation through goal setting and
development of skills in students to be more independent learners.

Professional leadership

Building leadership teams

Positive climate for learning
To improve parent relationships through creative and meaningful opportunities
and develop stronger links with our parent community
To continue to build teacher capacity through PLT, using evidence and data to
inform planning, assessment and teaching practice.



Curriculum planning and assessment
Empowering students and building school pride
Setting expectations and promoting inclusion


Community engagement in
learning
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Building communities

Improvement Initiatives rationale:
Explain why the school, in consultation with the Senior Education Improvement Leader (SEIL), has selected the above Improvement Initiative/s as a focus for this year. Please make reference to the evaluation of school
data, the progress against School Strategic Plan (SSP) goals and targets, and the diagnosis of issues requiring particular attention.

The initiatives were developed and selected as part of our Peer Review conducted in 2016.
Outlined to the right as Appendix 1 is a component within our strategic intent; this being the Goals and
Rationale towards our theory of action. This was developed through our rigorous self-evaluation and with
the professional discussion of our then SEIL Coralee Pratt, Peer Reviewer Darrell Mullins, Principals and
critical friends David Mann and Peter Dewacht and our 2016 School Leadership Team.
Through detailed analysis of our self-evaluation, which unpacked key data collected in the school Student Attitudes to School Survey, Parent Survey, NAPLAN data and Review collected data, we
developed these key improvement initiatives.
These initiatives drive our next direction for the school which targets key learning areas for students,
development of strong professional collaboration within staff teams and our next progression with the
school improving its communication with parents.

Appendix 1: Table of school goals and rationale/theory of action including the possible next steps
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Key improvement strategies (KIS)
List the Key improvement strategies that enable the implementation of each Improvement Initiative. This could include existing strategies already being implemented as well as new ones identified through analysis of
data, evaluation of impact of prior efforts, measurement of progress against targets and the diagnosis of issues requiring particular attention. KIS may be specific to one outcome area or applicable across several areas.

Improvement initiative:

Building Practice Excellence

Evidence-Based high impact
teaching strategies

Building Communities

Key improvement strategies (KIS)












Creation of moderation writing samples for teaching use and PD
Whole school PDP goal to be writing focused
PDP outline to be implemented and discussed Early in Term 1
Informal Peer Observation noted in PLT minutes from Term 2 2017 – DOT and DOL to oversee
Review of the EAL program
Students to complete ICAS writing testing as additional evidence and data for the school in Years 3-6. (Pilot to see if we explore this option for other learning
areas.
Classroom presentation and language immersion
Improved DATA analysis within PLT time
Explore options of bringing in a data analysis expert to unpack data and support coordinators.
Skill up coordinators to lead discussions and unpack data and evidence
Improved mindset towards the PLT time (Planning vs discussion on student learning)





I can statements introduced into planning documents and teaching lessons
Professional Development of staff in goal setting
Learning journals across the school P-6



Review and look at current practices as to how we are currently engaging with our community towards student learning, programs of support and extension
and promotion of our academic, sporting and other results through the school.
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Section 2: Improvement Initiatives
Each table below is designed to plan for and monitor each Improvement Initiative. Add or delete tables – one for each Improvement Initiative from Section 1 on the previous page. You can also add or delete rows so that there is alignment and line of sight between the key improvement strategies, actions, success
criteria and monitoring. The goals come directly from your School Strategic Plan (SSP) – you will find it helpful to keep them in the same order.
Please not that, in the progress status section,    respectively indicate:  not commenced or severely behind schedule,  slightly behind schedule but remediation strategies are in place to get back on schedule and  on schedule and/or completed.

STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS

Improved student learning outcomes in literacy, particularly in strengthening the area of writing
To continue to build teacher capacity through PLT, using evidence and data to inform planning, assessment and teaching practice

IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVE
STRATEGIC PLAN TARGETS

Excellence in Teaching and Learning - Building Practice Excellence
In writing, teacher judgements will aim to achieve:
P-2:
Students achieving A-B – 20%
Students achieving A-C – 90%
3-6:
Students achieving A-B – 30%
Students achieving A-C – 90%
‘Teacher Effectiveness’ in the students Attitudes to School Survey be in the 4th Quartile.
“Teacher Collaboration’ scores in the staff survey move into the top 25% of schools in the State.

12 MONTH TARGETS

KEY
IMPROVEMENT
STRATEGIES
Creation of
moderation writing
samples for teaching
use and professional
development
Whole School PDP goal be
writing focused













Creation of moderation writing samples for teaching use and PD
Whole school PDP goal to be writing focused
PDP outline to be implemented and discussed Early in Term 1
Informal Peer Observation noted in PLT minutes from Term 2 2017 – DOT and DOL to oversee
Review of the EAL program
Students to complete ICAS writing testing as additional evidence and data for the school in Years 3-6. (Pilot to see if we explore this option for other learning areas.
Classroom presentation and language immersion
Improved DATA analysis within PLT time
Explore options of bringing in a data analysis expert to unpack data and support coordinators.
Skill up coordinators to lead discussions and unpack data and evidence
Improved mindset towards the PLT time (Planning vs discussion on student learning)
MONITORING

ACTIONS

WHO

SUCCESS CRITERIA

WHEN

Progress
Status

The school will develop a booklet of moderation samples of
selected texts. The booklet will be used by teams to support
them in their moderation of writing and explicitly highlight to
teachers what aspects of writing we are looking for in student
work.

Annette
Lindsay and
Andrea
Edwards

Development 6 months: Successful development of a moderation booklet for teachers
of book by
12 months: Use of the moderation booklet to assist teachers the
Semester 1
moderation of writing pieces
2017



The school will set its whole-school PDP goal aimed towards the
improvement of writing

Leadership
Team

Term 1 2017



6 months: All teams have a clear understanding of the whole school goal
and its purpose, in context to our SSP
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Evidence of impact

Use of the booklet during PLT meetings and teams using their
PLT time to improve writing knowledge, skill and student
performance

Evidence through PLT discussion and minutes of writing being
at the forefront of discussion

Budget
Estimate

YTD

PDP outline - Early
Term 1

Provide a clear PDP outline to all staff so they are clear of the
goals and expectations set

Marc Crilly

March 2017

Informal Peer
Observation noted in
PLT minutes from
Term 2 2017 – DOT
and DOL to oversee
and direct staff

Development of peer observation program. Within PLT
minutes, staff will be accountable to working with our DOT and
DOL and observing, with a key purpose in mind, and
professionally share within their team

Annette
Lindsay,
Andrea
Edwards and
Di Hynes

Beginning
Term 2 2017

Review the EAL
program

In meeting the demands of our changing clientele, review of our
EAL program and looking at the best strategies and
implementations moving forward.

Les Boag

Term 1
2017

In improving how we extend and provide additional learning
opportunities, as well as providing more data and evidence on
student performance, ICAS testing will be implemented across
Years 3-6.

Andrea
Edwards

Students complete
ICAS writing testing as
additional evidence
and data for the
school in Years 3-6

Organised
Semester 1
2017

12 months: All teams have successfully met the goal



6 months:
All teams have a clear understanding of the whole school goal and its
purpose, in context to our SSP
12 months:
All teams have successfully met the goal
6 months: All staff are aware of the expectations and processes with the
peer observation program
12 months: All staff have participated in peer observation and working with
DOT and DOL to develop goals and what they want to get out of their peer
observation.



6 months: Successful review of program and clear direction moving forward
with our EAL program
12 months: Have in place a new EAL program with clear goals and
expectations.
6 months: Clear organisation of ICAS testing and implementation into
budgets and cooperation of coordinators.



12 months: Successful completion of ICAS testing and developing
opportunities through Staff PD and PLT meetings to unpack the ICAS data.
6 months: Seeing a more consistent approach to classroom presentation
and quality work on display




Consistency of classroom presentation and improved quality
of work on display.

6 months: Through modelling and explicit pieces of evidence and data
brought to meetings, begin to develop a routine and development of
purpose to using data.



Teachers see a real value and purpose to unpacking and
analysing data on student learning during their PLT time to
support planning.





Developing a consistent presentation and expectation to
classroom presentation with an emphasis on student work and
language immersion.

Marc Crilly
and Barb
Peel

December
2016 /
January
2017

Improved DATA
analysis within PLT
time

Develop a more consistent approach to use data to lead
discussions on student learning in PLT.

Leadership
Team
members
attending
PLT
meetings

December
2017

PLT minutes showing team members sharing their peer
observation.
Staff having an improved skill and awareness of where they
can improve their teaching practice and reflection through
the AITSL standards.

That the school has put in place an EAL program that reflects
the current needs of our students.




Executed
Semester 2
2017

Classroom
presentation and
language immersion

More knowledge and skilled staff towards explicit teaching of
writing in classrooms

Possible increased motivation and stimulation in student
performance. In having whole classes completing the stest
and preparing for the test will increase the drive to do their
best and attain excellent results on an individual, class and
year level.

12 months: A more consistent and deliberate approach to using data to lead
discussion around student learning and teachers seeing true value in the
process.

Explore options of
bringing in a data
analysis expert to
unpack data and
support coordinators

Review how we can skill up and improve the analysis of data for
coordinators and within our PLT teams.

Leadership
Team

Reviewed
and
Decision
made by
End of
Semester 1

As a Leadership Team that we have discussions on the best approach
moving forward to support teams and coordinators on analysis of key data
from formal assessment.



Coordinators having more confidence and skill to drive their
PLT meetings with more evidence based discussion towards
student learning

Skill up coordinators
to lead discussions
and unpack data and
evidence
Improved mindset
towards the PLT time
(Planning vs
discussion in student
learning)

Coordinators to become experts in data analysis

Leadership
Team

December
2017

Ties in closely with KIS from above. Supporting coordinators but coming up
with a long term approach to having coordinators with enough
understanding and skill to unpack key data for student learning



Coordinators having more confidence and skill to drive their
PLT meetings with more evidence based discussion towards
student learning

The use of our 90 minute PLT meeting to more student centred

Leadership
Team
members
attending
PLT
meetings

December
2017

Ties in closely with KIS from above. Supporting coordinators but coming up
with a long term approach to having coordinators with enough
understanding and skill to unpack key data for student learning



Majority of staff having real buy-in on the PLT time and how
the meeting is structured.
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Section 2: Improvement Initiatives
STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS

Improve student engagement and motivation through goal setting and development of skills in students to be more independent learners

IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVE

Excellence in Teaching and Learning – Evidence-Based high impact teaching strategies
Achieve an average score of 4.50 in our Student Attitudes to School Survey in the following 3 areas:

STRATEGIC PLAN TARGETS




12 MONTH TARGETS

Learning Confidence
Stimulating Learning
Student Motivation

I can statements introduced into planning documents and teaching lessons
Professional Development of staff in goal setting
Learning journals across the school P-6

KEY
IMPROVEMENT
STRATEGIES

MONITORING

ACTIONS

WHO

SUCCESS CRITERIA

WHEN

Progress
Status

I can statements
introduced into planning
documents and teaching
lessons
Professional
Development of staff
in goal setting

Teachers have a bank of I can statements linked to
the curriculum that allow for students to have a
clear understanding of the intentions of the lesson

Leadership End of
6 months: All staff have a clear understanding of the use of I
Team
Semester 1 can statements and that they are being introduced and
2017
discussed prior to lessons
12 months: All classes consistently using I can statements

Skilling up of staff to effectively set learning goals
with students

Barb Peel

Learning Journals
across the school P-6

Students to be provided and taught how to
develop and maintain a learning journal

Barb Peel

December
2017

December
2017

6 months: Staff have clear understanding and purpose of
goal setting for students
12 months: All students across the school are consistently
setting and revising learning goals in a key area of Literacy
or Numeracy.
6 months: All students to have a learning journal they
have personalised
12 months: Students are using their learning journal and
entering into with some sort of consistency
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Evidence of impact

Students having a stronger understanding of the
learning intentions and skill or knowledge being
taught in the lesson
Students can clearly articulate learning goals
and areas for future improvement in their
learning

Students are more aware of their learning and
the areas they wish to improve. It also makes
more explicit the day-to-day lessons and the
skills wanting to be taught.

Budget
Estimate

YTD

Section 2: Improvement Initiatives
STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS

To improve parent relationships through creative and meaningful opportunities and develop stronger links with our parent community

IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVE

Community Engagement in Learning - Building Communities
Achieve a state mean average in the dimension area ‘Parent Input’ within the Parent Survey

STRATEGIC PLAN TARGETS
12 MONTH TARGETS

KEY
IMPROVEMENT
STRATEGIES

Review and look at
current practices



Review and look at current practices

MONITORING

ACTIONS

WHO

SUCCESS CRITERIA

WHEN

Leadership team to unpack current practices in
Leadership December
how we engage with parents and wider community Team
2017
and to brainstorm ideas leading into the future and
throughout the School Strategic Plan

Progress
Status

6 months: Leadership Team have sat down and discussed
current practices and develop a plan moving forward
12 months: Have in place some key strategies embedded or
ready to embed in January 2018
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Evidence of impact

Parents having a much more connected
experience with the school

Budget
Estimate

YTD

Section 3: Other Improvement Model Dimensions
STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS
OTHER IMPROVEMENT MODEL
DIMENSIONS
STRATEGIC PLAN TARGETS

Not Applicable for this AIP

12 MONTH TARGETS

KEY
IMPROVEMENT
STRATEGIES

MONITORING

ACTIONS

WHO

SUCCESS CRITERIA

WHEN

Progress
Status

6 months:
12 months:
6 months:
12 months:
6 months:
12 months:
6 months:
12 months:
6 months:
12 months:
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Evidence of impact

Budget
Estimate

YTD

Section 4: Annual Self-Evaluation
Improvement model
dimensions – note statewide Improvement Initiatives
are bolded

Is this an
identified
initiative or
dimension
in the AIP?

Building practice excellence

Positive climate for
learning

Professional
leadership

Priority

Excellence in teaching and learning

[Drafting Note Annual self-evaluation section enables schools to continuously collect, monitor and analyse school data about all aspects of school performance. This ensures that all aspects of school performance are considered throughout the year and that any
risks, issues and opportunities are identified as they emerge. The Annual self-evaluation against the Continua of Practice should be completed as data becomes available]

Curriculum planning and
assessment

Evidence and analysis

Yes

3Embedding

There are a number of KIS the school is working through to improve in this FISO priority. A number of initiatives are already evolved and are being
embedded early on in the year. Our focus now needs to be on the work with our current coordinators to skill up and improve their direction with their
team and within our collaborative model of PLT. Understanding the meeting is to be student centred and supported by data and evidence will be an
ongoing skill and process we will work with coordinators.

Select

Select status

Evidence-based high impact
teaching strategies

Yes

Evaluating impact on learning

Select

Select status

Building leadership teams

Select

Select status

Instructional and shared
leadership

Select

Select status

Strategic resource
management

Select

Select status

Vision, values and culture

Select

Select status

Empowering students and
building school pride

Select

Select status

Setting expectations and
promoting inclusion

Select

Select status

Health and wellbeing

Select

Select status

Intellectual engagement and
self-awareness

Select

Select status

Building communities

Community
engagement in
learning

Continuum
status

Yes

1 - Emerging

2 - Evolving

Global citizenship

Select

Select status

Networks with schools,
services and agencies

Select

Select status

Parents and carers as partners

Select

Select status

There are three major initiatives taking place in this part of the AIP. It is vital that these initiatives are delivered to staff that show purpose towards
improving their teaching practice. As we are adding into an expectation of classroom practice, it is imperative staff see how this can improve the
students outcomes.

Review of existing processes and development of possible directions moving forward are the aims for this AIP. This will launch us into initiating
different aspects to improve our links with the community in 2018.

Reflective comments: [Drafting Note Please use this section to summarise your learnings from the self-evaluation process, including professional growth and key findings]

Confidential cohorts analysis: [Drafting note This section is not for public distribution. Report here the extent to which cohorts of students within the school (including Koorie, high ability, refugee, EAL, PSD, out of home care
students, etc.) are being supported and challenged, leading to an inclusive and stimulating environment for all students]

Considerations for 2018:
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Appendix 1: Table of our strategic intent developed in late 2016 as part of our Peer Review
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